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		What does it take to build an iPhone app with stunning 3D graphics? This book will show you how to apply OpenGL graphics programming techniques to any device running the iPhone OS -- including the iPad and iPod Touch -- with no iPhone development or 3D graphics experience required. iPhone 3D Programming provides clear step-by-step instructions, as well as lots of practical advice, for using the iPhone SDK and OpenGL.

	
		You'll build several graphics programs -- progressing from simple to more complex examples -- that focus on lighting, textures, blending, augmented reality, optimization for performance and speed, and much more. All you need to get started is a solid understanding of C++ and a great idea for an app.

		
			Learn fundamental graphics concepts, including transformation matrices, quaternions, and more
	
			Get set up for iPhone development with the Xcode environment
	
			Become familiar with versions 1.1 and 2.0 of the OpenGL ES API, and learn to use vertex buffer objects, lighting, texturing, and shaders
	
			Use the iPhone's touch screen, compass, and accelerometer to build interactivity into graphics applications
	
			Build iPhone graphics applications such as a 3D wireframe viewer, a simple augmented reality application, a spring system simulation, and more


	
		This book received valuable community input through O'Reilly's Open Feedback Publishing System (OFPS). Learn more at http://labs.oreilly.com/ofps.html.
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Microsoft Office Groove 2007 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008

	Microsoft Offi ce Groove 2007 is a new addition to the Microsoft Offi ce system, but the
	program has been around for several years. Groove Networks, the company that fi rst
	published Groove software, was started in 1997. The fi rst version of the program was
	shipped in 2001, and Microsoft acquired Groove Networks in 2005.
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Troubleshoot and Optimize Windows 8 Inside Out: The ultimate, in-depth troubleshooting and optimizing referenceMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
		You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into optimizing Windows® 8—and really put your PC or tablet to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting techniques, and workarounds. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts keep their Windows 8 systems...
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Learning to Program with MATLAB: Building GUI ToolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	To learn how to program a computer in a modern language with serious graphical capabilities,

	is to take hold of a tool of remarkable flexibility that has the power to provide

	profound insight. This text is primarily aimed at being a first course in programming, and

	is oriented toward integration with science, mathematics, and...
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Maven: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Maven is a new project management and comprehension tool which provides an elegant way to share build logic across projects. In terms of capabilities, Maven is an improvement to Apache Ant-thanks to numerous plug-ins and built-in integration with unit testing frameworks such as JUnit. Tired of writing the same build logic for...
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Cisco Firewalls (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2011

	Networks today have outgrown exponentially both in size and complexity, becoming
	more multifaceted and increasingly challenging to secure. The blueprint of a core network
	requires a strong foundation, which can be simply provided with an integrated firewall
	architecture cemented at the core of the system. Today, the firewall has become...
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Thin Film Solar Cells From Earth Abundant MaterialsElsevier Limited, 2013

	The fundamental concept of the book is to explain how to make thin film solar cells from the abundant solar energy materials by low cost. The proper and optimized growth conditions are very essential while sandwiching thin films to make solar cell otherwise secondary phases play a role to undermine the working function of solar cells. The...
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